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In this paper, we are interested inthe behaviour of the empirical measure of a large exchangeable 
system of N interacting particles living in a Polish space S, whose law in S N is the Gibbs measure 
given at 0.1. We get a Sanov type result for the large deviations of the empirical measure, and a 
weak law of large numbers, as N tends to infinity. Both handle the case of phase coexistence. A 
strong law of large numbers is obtained when the infinite system has a unique phase. All these 
convergences take place in a subspace of the probability measures whose topology is at least 
stronger than the usual weak one. 
interacting particle system * Gibbs measure * large deviations * law of large numbers * empirical 
measure * phase * Polish space 
O. Introduction 
In this paper, we are interested in the large deviations and the law of large numbers 
of the empirical measure of a large exchangeable system of particles. These particles 
live in a Polish space S and the law of the system of N particles is the Gibbs 
measure on sN: 
phN(A)=ZN(h)-I  fexp[Nh(£N)]a®N(dxl,. . . ,dXN), AcS N (0.1) 
3A 
where 
N 1 ,Y_., ax, 
~N N i=1 
is the empirical measure of the system and h acts on H(S): the space of probability 
measures on S. Such a system appears in statistical mechanics, when one studies 
particle systems with mean field imera~ion. One can always write 
1 N 
h( N) = E y(x,, 
i=1 
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1/fl is the thermodynamical temperature, y(xi, ~N) is the interaction between the 
ith particle and the whole system, -Nh/fl is the Hamiltonian of the system, 
h~-~ ZN(h) = fs N exp[Nh(;N)]c~ ®N (dx , , . . . ,  dxN) 
is its partition function and a is the activity of one particle. In the remainder, a is 
a fixed probability measure on S and h is seen as a parameter. Since the infinite 
temperature is obtained when fl = 0, that is h = 0, and ph=O= a®N, a®N describes 
the maximal disorder of the system. The parameter h may take into account the 
temperature, interaction constants, an external field, etc . . . .  This system being 
exchangeable, one does not loose any information studying the law of ~N on H(S),  
which is given by: 
Ixh(B)=ZN(h)-' fB exp[Nh(v)]lzN(dv), B~ II(S), 
where/~N is the image of a ®N by (x l , . . . ,  xN)~£ N. Of course {/zu}N~l satisfies 
lim 1 In/ZN(J) = - inf{K(v, ~); v ~ J} 
N~oo 
where J is a "good" subset of II(S) and K(v, a) is the Kullback information of v 
with respect o a. For such results see for instance [2, 3, 5, 6, 11 ]. It is well known 
that a generalization of the Laplace method developed by Varadhan (see [18]) in 
1966, yields, whenever h is continuous and h is not too large: 
1 
l im In h ( j )=_ in f{_h(v )+K(v ,a )+p(h) ;v r j}  
N--,oo N /~ 
(0.2) 
where J is a "good" subset of II(S) and 
1 p(h) = l i ra  ~ ln  ZN(h)=sup{h(v)- K(v, ~); v~// (S)}.  
In this paper, this result is proved (Theorem 2.7) in the case of unbounded Hamil- 
tonians h which are allowed to be not continuous in the usual topology of weak 
convergence of probability measures but which are continuous in a stronger topology 
on V~ H(S). The more a integrates large functions, the finer this topology can be 
chosen. In the rest of the introduction, V will always be considered with this stronger 
topology, which is defined in Section 1. Those h's which are unbounded and 
V-continuous appear naturally, for instance, in ferromagnetic Curie-Weiss models 
with non-compact configuration spaces (among many others see [8]). The "good" 
subsets J c II(S) which have been selected in this paper, are the finite unions of 
open convex subsets of V. 
In SectioI. 1, one introduces different spaces which are of interest in the remainder. 
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In Section 2, 0.2 is proved in Theorem 2.7. The technique of proof is similar to 
that used by Bahadur and Zabell [2] and Lanford [13]. In the special case of 
{ph, N> ~ 1}, Theorem 2.7 improves previous general results of Dacunha-Castelle 
[4] and Ellis [7]. Unlike what is done in [4] and [7], one does not assume that 
h-.->p(h) is differentiable. From a physical point of view, this means that 0.2 is still 
valid in the case of phase coexistence. This has been partly possible because of the 
use of Lanford's point entropy (see [13, 2]). 
Section 3 deals with the relation between the pressure 
~' --> I~, 
P: h-->p(h), 
and the mean entropy S, which is roughly defined by 
S: 
[-oo, 03, 
-___!17 K(v, a)v(dv)  
v--> (s) 
if v is a probability measure on/-/(S), 
otherwise. 
Here ~ is a Banach space of continuous numerical functions on V and ~' is its 
dual space. One can look at p (resp. -S )  as a generalized log-Laplace (resp. Cramer) 
transform of a. p and -S  are convex functions and are linked together by a convex 
duality relation. This, some usual convex analysis results and additional work allow 
us to claim, in Theorem 3.2 the equivalence of the following four assertions: 
(i) v belongs to the subgradient of p at h; 
(ii) the minimum of the mean free energy: 
{ ~'->R, 
v' '>-(h,  v')- S(v'); 
is achieved at v (second principle of thermodynamics); 
(iii) h belongs to the subgradient of -S  at v; 
(iv) v is a probability on V whose support is included in 
Th = {V~ V, such that h(v)- K(v, or) = sup[h(w) -  K(w, t~); we V]=p(h)}. 
In Proposition 3.4, it is shown that the subgradient of p at h is a nonempty compact 
convex set and that Th is non-empty and compact. These properties are similar to 
those of the infinite systems studied in the Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle (DLR) 
thermodynamical framework (see [9, 12, 17]). 
In Section 4 one gets, in Theorem 4.3, the relative compactness of {/x h, N>~ 1} 
in E ~ H(V), furnished with a stronger topology than the usual weak one. One 
also obtains that the support of any limit point of this sequence is a subset of Th. 
In the special case where Th has a unique element Vh, it is clear that /zh--> 8vh as 
h,  N--> oo. If a strong representation of the /x N s exists, the following strong law of 
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large numbers is valid, provided that Th = {Vh}: 
1 N 
"~ ~ 8Xi(to) ' O h in V, 
i=1 N~oo 
for P-almost every to ~ 12. 
We remark that all the convergences obtained take place in V instead of H(S). 
These results are physically interesting because the natural test functions are usually 
unbounded, when the configuration space fails to be compact. For instance, one 
gets the convergence of the mean internal energy: 
lim (h, /~h)=(h,  /z h) if /z h , /Xhoo inE. 
N--> oo N-->oo 
One may also obtain, if they make sense, the limits of certain moments of the system, 
such as the mass center, correlations between particles, etc . . . .  
Notation 
8x is the Dirac measure at the point x. 
f o/z is the image of the measure/z by the measurable function f. 
One sometimes writes ~/~)  for Jf(x)#(dx). 
~(Y)  is the law of the random variable Y. 
If M is a topological space: 
~(M)  is the tr-algebra of its Borel subsets; 
C(M) is the space of the real continuous functions on M; 
II(M) is the set of the probability measures on (M, ~(M) ) .  
Let 4' be a positive element of C(M), then: 
C , (M)= FeC(M),sup~ ;xeM < +oo ; 
II,(M)={P~11(M), (C,,P)< +~};  
H~,(M) will always be weakened by C~,(M); 
supp(/z) is the support of the probability measure/z ~II(M). 
If M is a topological vector space: 
M'  is its topological dual space, and 
( . , .  ): M x M'--> R denotes the dual bilinear form. 
In the following, S is a Polish space and a is a probability measure on (S, ~(S)) .  
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¢ is a fixed function, associated with a and satisfying 
¢ e c (s ) ,  
inf{¢ (x);fx e S} > 0, (0.3) 
Vu eR, Js exp(u~p(x))a(dx) < +oo, 
Y'= C,(S) and V=Tr,(S). 
V is furnished with the topology weakened by ~. Let ¢~ be defined by 
IV-* (0, +oo), 
• ~ [v~_~fs~P(x)v(dx), 
then one clearly gets ~e C(V) and inf{~(v); ve V}>0. 
=C~(V) and E=Tr~(V). 
E is furnished with the topology weakened by ~. One defines the norm ][. [[ ~ on 
-~ by 
[Ih(v)l.~(v), } Vhe ~, IIhll~=sup~ ve v . 
Then 
(~, H" I[~) is a Banach space, 
V and E are Polish spaces. 
(See [14, Section 4].) 
For all Ne{1,2 , . . .  } and all he ~, let phe w(S N) be defined by 
phN(dX~,..., dXN)= ZN(h) -~ exp( Nh(£N))a®N(dx~,. .., dXN) 
where 
N fs 1 ~ 8xi and ZN(h) exp(Nh(£N))a®N(dxl,.., dXN). ~N N i=l 
/~N and/~ are respectively the images of a ®N and p~ by the application 
sN =- -  N qT( S),  .-> 
(Xl,...,XN)~-->~ N N1 ,=1 ~ 8x,. 
Remarks. (1) For all h e ~ one gets; ZN(h)  < +oo, since: 
ZN(h)<~ fsNeXp[N I Ih l l~(~N)]a®N(dx , , . . . ,  dxN) 
[Is = exp( l lh l l~(x) )a(dx)  < +oo. 
(2) /ZN =/Z ° (for h --0). 
(0.4) 
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(3) (0.5) For all h ~ ~g one has/z h ~ E, since 
v ~(V)l-~(dv) 
= fsN (1 ~ ~(Xi)) phN(dxl''" 
~ZN(h) -~ Y~ ~o(x~) exp Ifhll 
N i=1 
• f exp[(llhll~+l)~(x)]a(dx)< +oo. S 
~ ~ ~P(Xi)) , . . . ,dXN)  
1. A large deviations result for the pN's 
Let ~ belong to C(S) with inf{0(x); x~ S}> 0. One gets the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. I f  J is a finite union of open convex subsets of H,(S), weakened by 
C~,(S), then ( l /N)  In tzN(J) admits a limit s(J) as N tends to infinity and 
s ( J )= lan, ( j )= {su_p{s,(v); v~J} i f J#O --00~< s~<O, 
i f J=O'  
where s~, is the point entropy defined by: s,(v)=inf{s(J); J E v, J open convex in 
II~,} for all v ~ H,(S) (-oo <~ s, <~ 0). I f  d~ satisfies the additional condition 
fs eXp(uO(x))a(dx) < +oo for all u e R, 
then s(J) = san(J) with 
san( J )={sup{-K(v,a) ;  rE J} if J#0 ,  
if J=0  
K(v, a )= Js k~- ]  dv if v<< a, 
+ oo otherwise, 
where 
is the Kullback information of v 
with respect o or. 
The index ~ in s~ and lan, refers to the topology of H,(S). 
Sketch of proof. U = C,(S)' ,  the dual space of C,(S) weakened by C,(S) is a 
locally convex topological space and I I ,(S) is a closed convex subset of U which 
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is Polish in its relative topology (see [14, Proposition 4.2]). This is the general 
framework in which Bahadur and Zabell's results are valid (see [2]). Theorem 1.1 
differs from [2] only for the equality lano(J ) = san(J) ([2] only considers ~b = 1). 
We indicate the essential modifications that are needed here. From [2], one knows 
that; so(v) = -co(v),* where c o* is the Cramer transform of/z~ , that is 
c~(v)=sup{(O,v)-c(O); s U'=Co(S)} for any v~ U, 
with 
co(v) = In I exp((0, v))g,(dv)= ln(exp(0), a) for any 0 ~ Co(S) 
u 
(--o0 < C <~ +o0). 
It remains to show that c~(v)= K(v, a), for any v e/ /o(S),  whenever ~, verifies 0.3. 
Donsker and Varadhan proved this equality [5, Lemma 2.1] in the special case ~ = 1. 
Hence, as 
inf{~(x),xeS}>O~C~(S)=Cb(S)c Co(S) 
one gets 
vvz  K(v, 
The arguments involving Co(S) in the proof of: c~(v) <- K(v, a) when 6 -= 1, are 
* and the density of Co(S) in L1(S, a). As those two the lower semicontinuity of c o 
properties are verified for any function ~ satisfying our hypothesis, the result can 
be obtained without any modification of Donsker and Varadhan's proof. [] 
* and s o involve the topology of ~ro(S), Remark. Although the definitions of c o 
K ( . ,  a) depends on the topology of S, only by ~(S) .  This partly explains why the 
result of Theorem 1.1 is valid in the case where zro(S) has a finer topology than the 
relative topology of the narrow convergence (i.e. o'(~ro(S), Cb(S)) topology). 
2. A large deviations result for the sequence {p~, N>~ 1} 
The main results of this section are Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. Both are immediate 
corollaries of Proposition 2.5. In order to prove the latter, Lemmas 2.1, 3 and 4 are 
used. For any subset J of ~ro(S); let us define Fo(J) by 
Fo(j)=fsup{so(v)+h(v); ~J} i f JS0 ,  
i f J=l~, 
One can see -h  as the average energy per particle times the inverse temperature 
and - (s  o + h) as the average free energy per particle. With this analogy, a describes 
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the activity in each site 1 ~< i<~ N. Let us define ah( j )  for any Borel subset J=  
rr,(S) = V, where ~ e C(S), tl, >i ~o and ~p is a function satisfying (0.1), and for any 
h ~ ~, by: 
ah( J )  = l ln ( f j  exp(Nh(v)) /zN(dv))  
_ 1N ln(/z h( j ) )  + 1 In( ZN( h )). 
Remark 
~>q~ and h~ h is continuous from 7r,(S) to R. 
[,emma 2.1. Let ~b ~ C(S) such that ~b >~ tp. Then Vv ~ 1r~,(S), Vh ~ 
(a) s~,( v) + h( v) = inf{lim infN..,~o ah( J ) ;  J ~ v, J open convex subset of Tr~,( S)}. 
(b) For any e > O, there exists A, open and convex, A ~ v, such that 
{s~,(v)+h(v)+e / fs , (v)  < - oo, 
sup{ah(A) ;  N~> 1}<~ -1 /e  i fs~,(v)=-oo. 
Proof. Let J be any open convex set containing v. Let 
J~={w~I I , (S ) ; lh (w) -h (v ) l<e} for e >0.  
J~ is open because h belongs to C(~r~,(S)). Hence one can find an open convex set 
J~ such that v ~ ./1 c J~. This implies 
w ~ J~ :=>lh(w) - h(v)l < e 
and 
1 
"'7. In(/zN (J  n -/1)) + h(v) - e <~ ah( J  n J1) 
1 
<~-- ln( l~N(JnJ1))+h(v)+e, VN~>I.  (2.1) 
N 
Letting N tend to infinity, one gets: 
s( J c~ 3"1) + h( v) - e <~ l im inf ah (J n J1) <<- s(J n J1) + h( v) + e 
N ~oo 
and taking the inf imum on all J ~ v, J open convex, gives (a), because e was chosen 
arbitrarily. Because of (2.1), 
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But, as J n ./1 is convex, a consequence of Lanford's result [13, Lemma A2.4, p. 16] 
is 
{ / sup "~ ln(~N(J n -/1)); N/> 1 = s(J c~ Jl) (possibly -oo). 
Now, choose J such that 
~s,(v)+e if s~(v) > -oo, [] s(JnJ~)<~l-1/e if s,(v) =-oo. 
Remark 2.2. Let A1 , . . . ,  Ak be any Borel subsets of/-/~,(S); then 
lira sup a~r A~ -- max lira sup a~r(Ai); 1 <~ i ~ k 
N~oo I. N--~oo 
l iminf ah(U  A i )= max~liminf ah(A~); l<-i<~k} 
N oo \ i= l  I. N~oo ' 
sup a A~ ;N~>I =max{sup{a~(Ai);N>~l};l~i~k}. 
Lemma 2.3. Let K be any compact set in cry(S); then 
sup{a~(K); N~ > 1}<~ F~,(K). 
Proof (similar to [2, Lemma 2.5, p. 594]). If K = ~, the result is evident. Let K be 
nonempty. Vv e K, 3A 3 v, A open convex such that: 
sup{a~(A); N t> 1} <~ max - -  s,(v) + h(v) + e 
E '  
As K is compact, 
Aj, 1 ~j  ~ k, can be chosen convex and such that 
{ 1, 1 sup{a~(A~); N~>l}~max- -  F,(K)+e , 
E 
Hence 
(Lemma 2.1.b) 
(definition of F,) .  
one can find an open covering of K: {A1, . . . ,  Ak}, where 
V1 <~j <~ k. 
sup{ah(K);N~>l}<~sup a Ai ;N~>I 
<~ max{sup{a~v(Ai); N~ > 1}; 1 ~< i<~ k} 
~<max{ _l,e F,(K)+e}. 
As e is arbitrarily chosen, the lemma is proved. [] 
(Remark 2.2) 
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Lemma 2.4. I f  J is an open convex subset of Try(S), then 
lim sup ah( J )  <~ F , ( J ) .  
N---. oo 
Proof. First, let us prove 
Ve > 0, 3K  c J, K compact such that 
sup{a~(K);  N/> 1} I> lim sup a~( J )  - e. 
N--~ oo 
Let k/> 1, satisfying 
a~(J) >1lira sup a~( J )  e - - - - °  
N--,~ 2 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
which, by Lemma 2.4, gives 
F,  ( J ) <<- l im inf a h ( J ) <~ lim sup a h ( J ) <<- F,  ( J ) . 
N~oo N~oo 
lim inf F,(J), 
N---} oo 
[] 
Hence 
Because of the inner regularity of the non-negative bounded measure xp(kh( • ) ) j t~  k 
on the Polish space Try(S), there exists a compact set K c J, such that 
This and (2.3), give (2.2). Finally, 
l imsupa~( J )<~sup{a Sn(K); N>~ 1}+e ((2.2)) 
N---~ oo 
<- F~,(K) + e (Lemma 2.3) 
<~ F~,(J) + e, (definition of F~,) 
which completes the proof, as e is arbitrary. [] 
Proposition 2.5. Let ~ ~ C(S)  satisfying ~b >1 ~o and h be any function in ~g. Let J be 
any finite union of  open convex subsets of  Try(S). Then limN_,~ a h ( J ) exists and equals 
F , ( J )=sup{s , (v )+ h(v); v~J} .  
Proof. Because of 2.2, it is enough to prove the proposition when J is an open 
convex set. As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, one can write, for all J open convex, 
lim inf ah( J )  >I S~(V) + h(v),  Vv ~ J. 
N.-*oo 
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Theorem and Definition 2.6. For any function h in ~, 
lim l ln(ZN(h))=p(h) 
N-*oo /~  
exists. The function 
P: [h-~p(h), 
is called the pressure and 
Vhe ~g, Vd/eC(S) ,  ~b~p~ p(h)=sup{s, (v)+h(v) ;  veTr~,(S)}< +~.  
In particular, 
p(h) = sup{s~(v) +h(v); v ~ V} 
=sup{h(v) -K(v ,  a); v~ V}< +~.  
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.5 with J = ~r~(S), and note that, because of (0.4), 
p(h)<-sup{pN(h); N >~ 1}< ln((exp(llhll  ), 
For the last equality use also Theorem 1.1. [] 
Theorem 2.7. Let ~b ~ C(S) satisfying ~b >i q~ and h be any function in ~g. Let J be any 
finite union of open convex subsets of ~r~,( S) (weakened by C~(S)); then 
1 
lim ln l~h(j )=sup{s~,(v)+h(v)-p(h);  v~J}. 
N ~ oo "N 
Proof. A direct consequence of Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. 
3. Pressure and mean entropy 
One defines the mean entropy S" ~'--> [-oo, 0], for any v e ~', by 
if ~,~ E, 
otherwise 
(s~ being upper semicontinuous ( ee [2]), it is measurable). 
Proposition 3.1. (a) S: ~' --> [-oo, 0] is concave and weak*-upper-semi continuous ( ~g' 
being furnished with tr( ~g', ~g)) 
(b) p: ~--> R is convex and weakly lower-semicontinuous (~g being furnished with 
or( ~g, ~g'). Moroever, p is strongly continuous. 
(c) Let p*: ~'-->R be the Legendre transform of p, then, for all v~ ~g', p*(~,)= 
sup{(h, he =-S(v). 
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Proof. In order to prove 3.1.a and b, let us show that -S  (resp. p) is the upper 
envelope of a family of affine weak* (resp. weak)-continuous functions. This is clear 
for -S ;  for p it is a consequence of 3.1 below and of the convexity of E. 
(a) Let us prove: 
Vh~ ~, p(h)=sup{(h, v)+ S(v); v~ ~'} (3.1) 
Clearly: 
sup{(h, v)+ S(v); vc ~g'} = sup{(h, v)+ S(v); vc E} 
<~ sup{(h + s,p)(v); v s V} 
=p(h).  
But, 
Ve>0,  3w~ V, (h+s~,Sw)=(h+s~)(w)>-p(h)-e,  
and (3.1) is proved. 
(b) Since p is a weakly lower semicontinuous function, it is afortiori strongly 
lower semicontinuous. But a convex lower semicontinuous function on a complete 
metric vector space is continuous (see [10, Theorem 3.1.9, p. 112]) and hence p is 
strongly continuous. 
(c) 3.1 can be written p(h)= (-S)*(h), for any h ~ ~, with obvious notation. 
Standard convex analysis arguments involving Hahn-Banach theorem (see for 
instance [1, Theorem 1.4, p. 86]) lead to the dual equality 3.1c, since -S  is a 
weak*-lower-semicontinuous convex function and (~'~)'= ~. [] 
For all h ~ ~, let Th be the following subset of V: 
Th={V~ V,h(v)+s~(v)=p(h)}. 
Remark. It will be shown in Proposition 3.4 that Th is never empty. 
Let ~ be a real function on a subset A of a topological linear space X, for Xo ~ A, 
Od/(Xo) = { f , f  ~ X', d/(x) ~ ~b(Xo)+ f (x -  Xo), Vx ~ A} 
is the set of subgradients at point Xo. 
Theorem 3.2. For all h ~ ~g, and v ~ ~', the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) v~Op(h), 
(ii) p(h)=(h, v)+ S(v) = sup{(h, v')+ S(v'); v'~ E}, 
(iii) hea( -S) (v ) ,  
(iv) v ~ E and supp(v) c Th. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.2 requires the following convex analysis general emma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let f :  X --> (-oo, +oo] be a proper convex function defined on the Banach 
space X. Let f*  be its Legendre conjugate, then the following conditions are equivalent. 
For all x E X and x* E X '  
(a) x* E Of(x), 
(b) f (x )+ f*(x*)=(x,  X*)x,x'. 
I f  in addition f is lower semicontinuous, then these conditions are equivalent to 
(c) xeOf*(x*),xeX. 
Proof. See [1, Proposition 2.2.1, p. 91]. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (i) <:~ (ii) <o (iii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 
3.1 and Lemma 3.3 with f=p, f *  = -S,  x = h, x* = v and X = ~. The second equality 
in (ii) comes from (3.1). For convenience, let us denote (v) for 
(h, v)+ S(v)= sup{(h, v')+ S(v'); v'E E} 
Now, let us prove (iv) ¢~ (v): (h, v)+S(v)=sup{(h, v')+S(v'); v'e E}. This will 
complete the proof, because (3.1) yields (v) ¢~ (ii). 
Suppose Th # O. Then (iv) clearly implies (v). (v) implies v E E, otherwise p(h) = 
-oo would be true. 
Finally, let us show: 
supp(v) ~ Th ==~(h, v)+ S(v) < sup{(h, v')+ S(v'); v' e E}. (3.4) 
Suppose 3Vo c supp(v), Vo~ Th. As h + s, is upper semicontinuous, Th is closed in 
V and one can find an open set U in V such that 
DOe U, 
Un Th=O, 
v(U) > 0 (by definition of a support). 
As V is a Polish space, any probability on V satisfies the inner approximation by 
compact subsets property, and one can find a compact subset K c U, such that 
v(K) > 0. Since the supremum of an upper semicontinuous function is achieved on 
a compact set and K n Th = O, one can clearly write 
sup{h(v) + s¢(v); v E K} < sup{h(v) + s.(v); v E Th} 
= sup{(h, v')+ S(v'); v'E E}. 
This and v(K)  > 0, clearly yields (3.4) when Th # 0. Now, suppose Th = 0. Then (iv) 
is always false and one wishes to show 
Th=O :=~ Wee,  (h, v)+S(v)<sup{(h,  v ' )+S(v' ) ;  v'EE}. (3.5) 
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Let v be any element of E. Because v is tight, one can find a compact subset K c V, 
such that v(K)  > 0. But the supremum on K of the upper semicontinuous function 
s, + h is achieved. Then 
sup{(s~+h)(v); v ~ K } < p( h ) = sup{ ( h, v') + S( v'); v'~ E} 
or otherwise Th would be non-empty. Hence, (3.5) is proved. This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. [] 
Proposition 3.4. For all h ~ ~, Op( h ) is a non-empty compact convex subset of E, and 
Th is a non-empty compact subset of V. 
Proof. Vh ~ ~, Op(h)~ 0 (see [10, Theorem 3.2.7, p. 127). Op(h) is clearly convex, 
and its compactness arises from the general following result: for a continuous convex 
function f on a normed linear space X, for any x ~ X, Of(x) is a tr(X', X)-compact 
subset of X '  (see [10, Theorem 3.2.11, p. 132). Since ( i )~( iv )  in Theorem 3.2, one 
obtains 'Oh ~ ~, Op(h) c E. Now, let us show that Th is a non-empty compact subset 
of V. Th is non-empty because; Op(h) ~ 0~3v ~ E, supp(v)c  T h ( ( i )~( iv ) )  and T h 
is compact, since {By, v ~ Th} is a sequentially closed subset of the compact set Op(h), 
and is homeomorphic to the closed set Th (see [15, Chapter 2, Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, 
p. 42, for similar proofs]). 
4. A law of large numbers 
If they exist, 0'-(x), O'+(x) and 0'(x) are respectively the left-hand, right-hand 
Gateaux derivatives and the Gateaux derivative of the function 6, defined on an 
open subset A of a topological vector space X, at the point x ~ A. For all x e A, let 
A0(x ) be defined by 
/ tO(x )={f~X #, O(y )>-O(x)+f (y -x ) ,  Vy~A},  
where X # is the algebraic dual of X. O0(x) is the set of continuous elements of 
/t0(x). If 0 is a convex function on the open convex set A c X, one obtains the 
following results (see [10, Chapter 3]), that will be needed later. 0"(x)  and 0~(x) 
exist for any x ~ A, and are sublinear functionals. Moreover, 
Vx~A,  aO(x)=I feX#:  O ' (x ) (y )<- - f (y )~O'+(x) (y ) ,VyeA}#O.  (4 1) 
(4.2) 0 is Gateaux differentiable at the point x if and only if AO(x) has a unique 
element. In this case; 0~-(x) = 0k(x) = 0'(x) and AO(x) = {0'(x)}. 
(4.3) If 0 is continuous at the point x, then: AO(x) = O0(x) 
(4.4) If X is a complete metric space then: 
Vx ~ A, O0(x) # 0 ~ O is continuous on A. 
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For all N I> 1, define PN" ~ --> R by 
1 
Vh~ ~;, pN(h l=~ln(ZN(h) ) .  
With this notation, Theorem 2.6 can be written as 
Vh~,  lim pN(h)=p(h) .  
N~q-oo  
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(4.5) 
Lemma 4.1. For all N >I 1, PN is a convex, strongly continuous, Gateaux differentiable 
function and 
Vh~ ~g, p~(h)= h I.t,N. 
Proof. The convexity of PN is obtained by Holder's inequality: 
V0<~ t<~ 1, Vh, g~g,  
ZN( th + (1 - t)g) = (exp[ N ( th + (1 - t)g) ], tzN) 
~< (exp(Nh),/xN)'(exp(Ng),/~N) -' 
= Z~r( h )tZN(g) '-t. 
Because of (0.4), for all h and g ~ ~, the function 
{ N-~N, 
A ~pN(h +Ag), 
is ditterentiable. Moreover: 
d 1 d 
pN(h+Ag) - ZN(h+ag) - ' '  
dh x =o N dA ZN(h+ Ag)[~=o 
1 
= Z, (h)- '  -~(Ng exp(Nh),/zN) 
=(g, h). 
S ince /~ belongs to ~', the continuity of pN is a consequence of (4.4). [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let h and g be any functions in ~g ; then 
p' (h) (g)  <~ lim inf (g,/z h) ~< lim sup (g,/z h) ~< p~(h )(g). 
N-- ,  +oo  N- -*+oo 
Proof. A slight modification of the proof of [16, Theorem 25.7] yields the result. 
Theorem 4.3. (a) For any h ~ ~g, {ix h, N >~ 1} is a relatively compact subset of E. Let 
tz be any of  its limit points. Then, the support of l~ is included in the compact set Thc V. 
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(b) Let D(p)c  ~g be defined by 
D(p) = {h • $', # Th = 1}. 
Then 
D(p) = {h • ~g, p is Gateaux di.fferentiable at point h} 
is a dense subset of ~g and, for each h • D(p), the sequence h (Ix N)N>---, converges to 
~i~ h = p'( h ) in E, where Vh is the only element of Th. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that a subsequence {IxM, M t> 1} satisfies 
For all f •  ~, ((f, IxM)~I  is convergent. (4.6) 
Then Ix :f--> Ix(f)=lim~_,+oo~, Ix~) belongs to E. Indeed, Ix is linear and, by 
Lemma 4.2, 
Vh• ~g, pL(h)(f)<~Ix(f)<~p'+(h)(f), 
which implies 
Ix • Ap(h) = Op(h) (because of (4.1) and (4.3)). (4.7) 
Hence, Ix • if'. In addition, 
I=(1 ,  IxM) ' Ix(l) :=~ Ix( l )=1.  
h4 ~-+co  
W• $, f~>0, 0~<(f, IxM) , Ix(f) ::=> Ix(f)--->O, 
M--,,, +oo 
Ix(¢)< +oo. 
So it is proved that Ix • E. 
Let U be a convergence-determining countable subset of ~. For instance, 
U={f  • $';f =¢g,g•A},  
where A is a countable dense subset of the uniformly continuous bounded functions 
on V. Such a A exists, because V is a Polish space. Finally, from each subsequence 
of {Ixh, N~ > 1}, one can extract by means of a diagonal sequence procedure, a 
sub-subsequence {Ix~, M i> 1} such that 
V f•  U, ((f, Ix~))M~, is convergent. (4.8) 
Let Ix ( f )= limM_.oo(f, IXM). AS U is convergence-determining: (4.8)0(4.6),  hence; 
Ix~ converges towards Ix in E. supp(Ix)c Th follows immediately from (4.7) and 
Theorem 3.2: ( i )~( iv) .  
(b) D(p)= {h • ~g; p is Gateaux ditterentiable at h}, because of (4.2). In order 
to obtain the density of D(p) in ~, let us check: 
re>0,  Vh• ~, VVo• Th, 3g•  ~g suchthat Tg={vo} and IIh-gll~<~e. 
(4.9) 
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Let d be an admissible distance on V (V is Polish). Define the function l~o,~ : V--> 
[0, +oo) by 
~0 if d(v, Vo) >t 1 
l~o,~(v) [ 1-d(v ,  vo)" e- inf{~(w),  we V} i fd(v, Vo)<l. 
Clearly, g = h + I~o,~ gives (4.9). 
Finally, because of Theorem 3.2: (i) ¢~ (iv), and of Proposition 3.4 (Op(h) # 0), 
Th={Vh} ¢:~ Op(h)={8~h }. 
As Op(h) has a unique element, p is Gateaux differentiable at point h, and p' (h)  = 
p ' (h )  =p' (h )= 6~, (see (4.2)). One concludes the proof with the help of Lemma 
4.2. [] 
The next result deals with almost sure convergence. Let (/2, A, P) be a probability 
space and h e ~ is fixed. For all N/> 1, N (Xi)~-<i-<N is a SN-valued random variable 
defined on/2,  whose law is p h. Define 
f (N  1 N =--Y~ 8xy. 
N i=1 
Theorem 4.4 (Almost sure convergence). Suppose h belongs to D(p)  and q~ satisfies 
the following property (4.10), which is stronger than (0.3)" 
{~0 e C(S), 
inf{~o (x); x e S} >/.0, 
:18 > 0 such that | exp[ ~p l+~ (x ) ]a( dx ) < +~;  
Js 
(4.10) 
then 
A N 1 N 
X (to) =-~ Y. 6x~'<o,) ' Vh in V, P-almost surely in to e/2. 
i=1 N~+oo 
(Here we have used the notation of Theorem 4.3.) 
Proof. As remarked in [7], this is a consequence of exponential convergence and 
of the Borel-Cantelli lemma. For the moment, let us accept hat, because of (4.10), 
for all aeR and all he  ~, ~ ={re  V, s (v )+h(v)~a} is a compact subset of V. 
This will be proved in Lemma 4.5. 
Let e l , . . . ,  ek > 0 and 01 , . . . ,  Ok belong to °V. Denote 
k 
J = [,.] { v e V, such that I(Oi, v - Vh)l > ei} 
i~1 
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and J its closure in V. Because of Theorem 2.7, one gets for any e > 0 and for any 
sufficiently large N, 
p{~fN ~J}<~exp[ (F , ( J ) -p (h )+e)N]  
<~exp[(F~(J)-p(h)+ e)N]  
<~ exp[(F~(J n Ht%~s)_,)-p(h)+ e)N]. 
But J '= Jc~ HF~S)-I is compact and the supremum of v~s . (v )+ h(v) -p (h)  on 
J', is achieved. As J'c~ Th = 0, and all the suprema of s~ + h are achieved (this is a 
consequence of Lemma 4.5 and of the upper semi continuity of s. + h), one gets 
F,p( J ' ) -p(h)=sup{s,(v)+ h(v ) -p (h) ;  v 6 J'} <0. 
Hence, for any e l , . . . ,  ek > 0 and any 0~, . . . ,  Ok ~ ~, there exists a > O, such that 
for any N sufficiently large, 
P 2 N ~ ~ { v s V, I(o~, v - vh)l <~ e~} <~ exp( -ag) .  
i= l  
One concludes with Borel-Cantelli emma. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose q~ satisfies (4.10). Then for all a~R and all he ~g, ~a = 
{ v ~ V, s, ( v ) + h ( v ) >~ a } is a compact subset of V. 
Proof. As s, + h is an upper semi continuous function on V, ~a is closed in V, and 
it only remains to prov~ that ~a is relatively compact in V. It is shown in [14, 
Lemma 4.3], that a necessary and sufficient condition for a set X to be relatively 
compact in V is 
(4.11a) sup{(q~, v); v~}< +~,  and 
(4.11b) Ve>0,  3K~c V, K~ compact such that 
sup{(~ v\r." ~, v); v ¢ ~} <~ e. 
Note that 
for all aeR,  ~, ,m{v~ V,K(v ,~)<- -a+ln(z~)}  (4.12) 
where/3 e ~r(S) is defined by 
d/3 
da 
(x) = z~ 1 exp( l lh l l~o(x)) ,  Vx ~ S. 
and z~ is the normalization constant. Indeed, as 
Ih(v)l<~llhll,~(v)=llhll,<~, v>, Vv~S, 
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and 
one gets 
s.(v)+ h(v)<~ s.(v)+lh(v)l 
<'fs[-ln(dV (x))+llhll~(x)] 
= -K  ( v, fl ) + ln( z~), 
s¢(v)+h(v)>-a ~ K(v, f l )~-a+ln(z~)  
which is (4.12). Now, because of (4.12), it is enough to prove that, for all c ~ R, 
= {v ~ V, K(v,  fl) <~ c} is a relatively compact subset of V. For this purpose, let us 
show the following: 
and 
sup{(¢ 1+~, v); v ~ ~} < + oo (4.13a) 
satisfies (4.11b). (4.13b) 
The hypothesis (4.10), allows us to apply [3, Proposition 3.3] which yields (4.13a). 
Now, let us prove (4.13b). For all v ~ ~ and all A > 1, 
Hence 
c+-~> 
e x;dv/d~(x)~A} 
I n (~ (x) )dv(x)  
~> ln(A)V(d~>~ A),  
VA>I ,  sup v >IA ;v~ <~ln(A------~. 
One also obtains, for all v ~ X, A > 1 and K s ~ (V), 
Is ~s\K(x)~(x) dv(x) 
+ 
~<A 
~(S\K)~tdo/d~,A}(X)Atp(X) d/3 (x) 
f ~(S\K)~/~.A~(X)¢(X) dr(x
fs\r tP(x) dfl(x)+ f ~'dv/d~'A}( x)tp(x) dv(x)" 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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As S is Polish, the bounded non-negative measure ~o- fl is tight, and one can choose, 
for all A> 1 and e>O, a compact subset K(A, e) of V such that 
Is e (4.16) A ~o(x) dfl(x)<~-.
\K(A, e) 2 
Now, because of (4.10), H61der's inequality and (4.14) one obtains 
S'fl{d~,/,I~,~A~(X)~O(X) dv(x)
~1(,+~)[ i f  dr )\'](~+8)1~ 
[Is _ A])J 
~< (c+ 1/e)~(1+~)/8[ f ~ }] 1/(1+~5) 
\ -~n(Ai ] Lsup~Js ~°l+~(x) dv(x ) 've~ (using (4.14)) 
~< const. [In(A)] -(1+8)/8 (using (4.13a)). 
Hence, for every e > 0, we can find A, > 1 such that 
~o(x) dv(x); v e ~ <~-. 
sup  .J {dv/ d~ A~ 2 
This, (4.16) and (4.15) together yield (4.13b) with K = K(A,, e). [] 
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